NATIONAL MARCH FOR LIFE
Hundreds of thousands of Americans will March in Washington DC again this year and EVERY January since
1973 to protest the anniversary of Supreme Court decision Roe v Wade overturning Texas law making abortion
of humans illegal, thus making abortion of human babies legal anywhere in the USA.
Since Roe v Wade was announced, over 53.9 million unborn babies were deliberately killed by the mother that
was not the victim of rape or incest nor had health risks if choosing to give birth.
These are facts.
Every January this March for Life protest against the Supreme Court decision, goes directly to steps of the
building of the Supreme Court of the United States to remind the Justices and our entire nation of this decision
and the consequences of it for 45 years now,, with their prayers and protests aimed at having the Supreme Court
reverse their decision 45 years ago and allow each state to decide this issue.
65% of those marching today are below age 30, not even born in 1973 when Roe v Wade decision was
announced.
This is a LEGAL issue of whether or not each state has the authority under the Constitution of the USA to
decide this issue, or is the authority granted to the Federal Government.
The Constitution grants specifically numbered and named powers to our Federal Government, then specifically
grants all powers not given to the Federal Government to the States to decide.
There is not one word in the Constitution of the USA about the issue of abortion, so this is an issue each State
has the right to determine. The protest each year to the Supreme Court steps is to remind them this decision was
illegal according to our Constitution and ask they nullify it by reversing it on Constitutional grounds.
These are facts.
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